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Abstract
This paper studies invasion waves in the diffusive Competitor-Competitor-Mutualist
model generalizing the 2-species Lotka-Volterra model studied by Weinberger et al. The
mutualist may benefit the invading or the resident species producing two different types
of invasions. Sufficient conditions for linear determinacy are derived in both cases,
and when they hold, explicit formulas for linear spreading speeds of the invasions are
obtained by linearizing the model. While in the first case the linear speed is increased
by the mutualist, it is unaffected in the second case. Mathematical methods are based
on converting the model into a cooperative reaction-diffusion system.
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Introduction
Traveling waves appear in many biological models with spatial structure. The first such
model, for a spread of an advantageous gene, was introduced by Fisher in 1937. It leads to
the Fisher equation p˙ = rp(1−p)+Dpxx, where p is the fraction of the local population that
contains the advantageous gene, r is its initial growth rate, and D measures its mobility.
This equation has two constant equilibria, an unstable one at p = 0 and a stable one at
p = 1, and admits a traveling wave solution p = w(x− ct) with the profile w approaching 1
at −∞ and 0 at ∞. The wave speed c = 2√rD is also the asymptotic spreading speed for
this equation. Namely, for any p(0, x) with compact support and ε > 0 we have
lim
t→∞
p(t, x) =
{
0, |x| ≥ (c+ ε)t
1, |x| ≤ (c− ε)t.
More recently, traveling waves were studied in multi-species cooperative and competition
models. For example, the 2-species diffusive Lotka-Volterra competition model{
p˙1 = αp1(1− p1 − ap2) +D1p1,xx
p˙2 = βp2(1− p2 − bp1) +D2p2,xx
(1)
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is analyzed in [7]. Here pi are the population densities of two competing species, and
the constants a, b characterize the intensity of the competition. In [7] the first species
is interpreted as a non-native invader of a habitat, originally occupied exclusively by the
second, resident species. It is shown that in a certain range of parameters there is again a
traveling wave connecting the invaded equilibrium (0, 1) either to (1, 0), where the resident
is extinct, or to a coexistence equilibrium (p∗1, p
∗
2). The asymptotic spreading speed is
explicitly found to be c = 2
√
αD1(1− a) under conditions that guarantee the so-called
linear determinacy. Linear determinacy means that the non-linear system (1) has the
same spreading speed as its linearization at the invaded equilibrium (0, 1), i.e. as the
linearization at the edge of the spreading wavefront, provided that the initial density vector
is equal to (0, 1) outside a bounded subset. The analysis of the system (1) in [7] uses the
substitution q1 = p1, q2 = 1 − p2, which converts it into a cooperative parabolic system of
reaction-diffusion type.
Recall that a system p˙i = βf(p1, . . . , pn) + Dipi,xx is cooperative if
∂fi
∂pj
≥ 0 for i 6= j,
i.e. small increase in any species’ population is beneficial to all other species. Weinberger
et al. showed in [13] that analysis of such a system can be reduced to analysis of recursions
p(n+1) = Q[p(n)], where Q is the time 1 map of the evolution system, and gave sufficient
conditions for linear determinacy to hold (later revised in [8, 14]).
The progress of an invasion by a competitor may depend on many additional factors
not captured by a 2-species model. For instance, the interaction of both the invader and
the resident with a third species may play a role if its presence is beneficial to one or both
of them. In this paper we examine the influence of such species, a mutualist, on invasion
waves. As a model we pick the Competitor-Competitor-Mutualist model introduced in [10]
with diffusion added: 
p˙1 = αp1(1− p1 − ap21+mu) +D1 p1,xx
p˙2 = βp2(1− p2 − bp1) +D2 p2,xx
u˙ = γu(1− u
L+lp1
) +D3 uxx.
(2)
The population density of the mutualist is u, whereas m and l measure intensities of mu-
tualism for the first species and the mutualist, respectively. In this model the mutualist
benefits the first competitor by mitigating competition with the second one. The mutual-
ist’s growth is logistic with the carrying capacity L+ lp1, so L is the self-carrying capacity
in the absence of the first species. We always assume L > 0 because the last equation is
singular at the origin otherwise. In the absence of competition (a = 0) there is no cost or
benefit to the first competitor, and there is no direct interaction between the mutualist and
the second competitor. Also note that if m = 0 the first two equations decouple and form
a Lotka-Volterra competition system (1).
We consider two situations. In the first one, the mutualist benefits the invader, i.e. p1
describes the invader and p2 the resident. For instance, umay describe a microorganism that
helps the invader compete with the resident species. One example is the role of mycorrhizal
fungi in the competition between saltcedar and cottonwood [3, 4]. Such a mutualist-
invader, as we shall call it, can also be used as a biocontrol agent if the invasion is desirable,
e.g. if the resident is considered a pest [6]. In the second situation, a mutualist-resident
mitigates an invasion by a non-native species by reducing the competition with the invader,
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i.e. p1 describes the resident and p2 the invader. Such a mutualist may be used to stem an
invasion by pests [2]. In this paper we do not address an interesting third possibility of a
mutualist invading a coexistence equilibrium of the first two species.
In each case we consider, appropriate equilibria are selected as initial values, and suffi-
cient conditions for the existence and linear determinacy of invasion waves are derived. We
also estimate the spreading speeds and compare the results to those for the purely compet-
itive model (1). As in [7], our approach is based on performing substitutions that convert
(2) into cooperative systems, and applying to them the analytic apparatus of [13]. Our
main results are summarized in Theorems 2 and 3.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 is a brief introduction to the theory
of spreading speeds in cooperative reaction-diffusion systems developed by Lui, Wein-
berger and others. In Section 2 we recall and refine the results of [10] on equilibria of
the Competitor-Competitor-Mutualist system without diffusion. They serve as initial and
asymptotic states for invasion waves in system (2). Sections 3 and 4 present our analysis
of invasion waves in system (2) for the mutualist-invader and the mutualist-resident, re-
spectively. Our simulations that estimate the spreading speeds numerically are described
in Section 5. We conclude with a discussion in Section 6. Proofs of technical lemmas are
collected in the Appendix.
1 Spreading speeds in cooperative systems
Our approach to analyzing the invasion waves in the diffusive Competitor-Competitor-
Mutualist system is based on converting it into cooperative systems, for which the theory is
well-developed. The conversion is performed in Sections 3 and 4 for the mutualist-invader
and the mutualist resident case, respectively. In this section we give a brief overview of the
theory of the spreading speeds in cooperative systems due to Weinberger et al. [13], as it
applies to reaction-diffusion systems.
Let us write p ≤ q and p ≪ q for vectors p, q if pi ≤ qi and pi < qi respectively, for all
i. The same notation is used for vector functions if the same inequalities hold pointwise.
Denote Vβ := {p ∈ Rn| 0 ≤ p ≤ β} and Cβ the space of continuous functions with values in
Vβ. Consider a reaction-diffusion equation for a vector function p(t, x):
p˙ = f(p) +Dpxx. (3)
The system (3) is called cooperative on Vβ if in this region ∂fi∂pj ≥ 0 for i 6= j, i.e. the Jacobian
matrix has positive entries off-diagonal [11]. Let Qt be the evolution operator for (3), i.e.
Qt[p](x) := p(t, x) is the solution to the system with p(0, x) = p(x). Cooperativity implies
that the evolution is monotone: within Vβ the inequality p(x) ≤ q(x) implies Qt[p](x) ≤
Qt[q](x) for all t > 0. In particular, Cβ is invariant under Qt since the inequalities 0 ≤
p(x) ≤ β will be preserved by it.
Suppose f(0) = 0 so that the linearization of (3) at p = 0 is
p˙ = f ′(0)p +Dpxx. (4)
Even for the linearized equation different components of p may spread at different speeds
[5, 14]. If f ′(0) has a strictly positive eigenvector with a positive eigenvalue, and if there
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are no strictly positive equilibria between 0 and β standard monotonicity arguments show
that any solution to p˙ = f(p) with p(0) = x satisfying 0 ≪ x ≤ β converges to β. In
other words, the equilibrium β is stable in the large for solutions initiating in the interior
of Vβ := {p ∈ Rn| 0 ≤ p ≤ β}. Moreover, it is shown in [8, 13] that for solutions to (3) with
p(0, x) having compact support and strictly positive on a sufficiently long interval there
exist the slowest and the fastest spreading speeds. The slowest spreading speed c∗ is
characterized by requiring that for every ε > 0:
lim
t→∞
sup
|x|≤(c∗−ε)t
(
β − p(t, x)
)
= 0 , and for some i lim
t→∞
sup
|x|≥(c∗+ε)t
pi(t, x) = 0 . (5)
That is, the ith component spreads at a speed no higher than c∗, and no other component
spreads at lower speed. Analogously, the fastest spreading speed c∗f is characterized by
lim
t→∞
sup
|x|≥(c∗
f
+ε)t
p(t, x) = 0 , and for some i lim sup
t→∞
inf
|x|≤(c∗
f
−ε)t
pi(t, x) > 0 , (6)
i.e. the ith component spreads at a speed no less than c∗f , and no component spreads at
higher speed. Clearly, c∗ ≤ c∗f and the system is said to have a single speed if c∗ = c∗f . A
simple but useful consequence of (5), (6) is that if two solutions p, p˜ satisfy p(t, x) ≤ p˜(t, x)
and both have spreading speeds, then those are related by the same inequality: c∗ ≤ c˜∗ and
c∗f ≤ c˜∗f .
In the case of the linearized system (4) the spreading speeds can be explicitly computed
and used to estimate the non-linear speeds. To proceed we need some more terminology.
By permuting coordinates it is possible to bring f ′(0) to the Frobenius form, i.e. a
lower block-triangular form with irreducible diagonal blocks. The irreducibility means that
permutations can not block-triangulate those blocks any further. Consider the matrix
Cµ := f
′(0) + µ2D. (7)
Since D is diagonal Cµ will be in the Frobenius form whenever f
′(0) is. By a theorem
of Perron-Frobenius [12], each irreducible diagonal block has a single real eigenvalue with
the eigenvector having strictly positive entries within this block. It is called the princi-
pal eigenvalue. Let γi(µ) be the principal eigenvalue of the i
th block and ζi(µ) be the
corresponding eigenvector of the entire matrix Cµ (it may not have all positive entries in
general). Then p(t, x) = eγi(µ)t−µxζi(µ) is a traveling wave solution to (4). One can now
define the minimal wave speeds for each block as ci := inf
µ>0
µ−1γi(µ), they would be the
spreading speeds for the block’s components if all other components are kept at 0 [9]. Even
if these block speeds are different it is still possible that the linearized system has a sin-
gle speed. Consider the linear speeds c1 and cf := max
i
ci. A system is called linearly
determinate if c1 = c
∗ and cf = c
∗
f . Interestingly enough, even for a linear system it can
happen that c∗f > cf , see [14]. The following theorem follows from the results of [8, 13].
Theorem 1. Let f be a function with f(0) = 0, f(β) = 0 for β ≫ 0, and no ν ≫ 0 between
0 and β. Suppose that f is smooth and cooperative on Vβ := {p ∈ Rn| 0 ≤ p ≤ β}. Let
D be a diagonal matrix with positive entries, and let f ′(0)and hence f ′(0) + µ2D be in the
Frobenius form with the eigenvalues γi(µ) and the eigenvectors ζi(µ). If
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I) γ1(0) > 0 and has a strictly positive eigenvector ζ1(0)≫ 0
then c∗, c∗f exist for p˙ = f(p) +Dpxx and c
∗ ≥ c1, c∗f ≥ cf . If also
II) γ1(µ) > γi(µ) for i > 1, where µ is the number at which inf
µ>0
µ−1γ1(µ) is attained;
III) f(ρζ1(µ)) ≤ ρf ′(0)ζ1(µ) for all real numbers ρ > 0;
then the system has a single spreading speed and is linearly determinate:
c∗f = c
∗ = cf = c1 = inf
µ>0
µ−1γ1(µ).
Let us briefly comment on the nature of the assumptions I)–III), see [13] for more details.
Growth of invading species at the zero density is usually unaffected by the presence of other
species, meaning that the off-diagonal entries in the corresponding row of f ′(0) vanish.
This implies that the invader’s diagonal block is 1 × 1, and it has to be placed first in the
Frobenius form. Our first assumption then means that there is a single invader and at zero
initial density its density grows. Second assumption requires the minimal block speed of
the invader to dominate the minimal block speeds of all other species. Finally, III) roughly
means that the growth rates decrease with population density (no Allee effect), at least
along the direction of the invader’s eigenvector.
Note that the theorem only guarantees the existence of a spreading speed for initial
densities with compact support. There may or may not exist a traveling wave profile w(x)
like the one in the Fisher model, i.e. with w(−∞) = β, w(∞) = 0 and w(x− ct) satisfying
the equation. The subtlety is that although there are no strictly positive equilibria between
0 and β there may be boundary ones with one or more zero components. According to [8],
there will always be a wave profile with w(−∞) = β and w(∞) equal to such a boundary
equilibrium, but not necessarily to 0. Boundary equilibria may also induce complicated
dynamics such as development of stacked wavefronts propagating at different speeds [5].
In their absence not only does Fisher-like profile exist, but (3) also has a single spreading
speed even if assumptions II)-III) are dropped. However, that speed may not be linearly
determinate.
2 Constant equilibria
In this section we discuss the nature and the relative positions of the spatially constant equi-
libria in the Competitor-Competitor-Mutualist system. For convenience, we identify p3 = u
and use both notations interchangeably. Introducing the column vector p :=
(
p1 p2 u
)T
and the diagonal matrix D := diag(Di) we can rewrite the system (2) in the vector form
p˙ = f(p) +Dpxx with
f(p) =
α p1(1− p1 − ap21+mu)β p2(1− p2 − bp1)
γ u(1− u
L+lp1
)
 . (8)
The constant equilibria are the solutions to f(p) = 0. Listed in the order from [10] they are
E0 (0, 0, 0) E1 (1, 0, 0) E2 (0, 1, 0) E3 (0, 0, L)
E4 (0, 1, L) E5
(
1− a
1− ab,
1− b
1− ab, 0
)
E6 (1, 0, L + l) E
±
7 (z±, 1− bz±, L+ lz±) , (9)
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where z± are solutions to the quadratic equation
mlz2 + (1− ab+mL−ml)z − (1 +mL− a) = 0. (10)
The listed equilibria are admissible only if their entries are non-negative since they rep-
resent the population densities of the corresponding species. In particular, the admissibility
of the coexistence equilibria E5 and E
±
7 depends on values of the parameters. As the nota-
tion suggests, E±7 may in fact represent up to two admissible equilibria depending on the
number of solutions to (10) and their values.
A constant equilibrium is invadable by a species if its population is zero at the
equilibrium, but grows if the zero is replaced by a small positive value [13]. In most cases
the system then evolves into another equilibrium, so there is an orbit connecting the two
equilibria of the ODE system p˙ = f(p) with f(p) given by (8). We call them the source
and the target equilibria respectively, they are the states at which the orbit originates
and which it asymptotically approaches. A traveling wave profile, if it exists as in the Fisher
model, will approach the source equilibrium at ∞ and the target one at −∞. If more than
one species is missing from an equilibrium Ei then one computes from (8) that f
′(Ei) has
two 1 × 1 diagonal blocks violating a basic condition of [13] on the absence of multiple
invaders.
This leaves E4, E5 and E6 as the possible source equilibria, where the methods of Wein-
berger et al. can be applied. It may seem that E±7 is also a possibility when z± = 1/b,
but one can check that then b = 1, and hence E±7 = E6. When E4 is the source equi-
librium the mutualist benefits the absent species, i.e. the invader, and we refer to it as a
mutualist-invader. Accordingly, a mutualist-resident appears with E6 as the source
since the mutualist then benefits the species present in the equilibrium. In contrast, when
E5 is the source equilibrium it is the mutualist that invades the equilibrium of two coexist-
ing species, a situation with no analog in the 2-species Lotka-Volterra competition model.
We do not consider it in this paper.
3 Mutualist-invader
In this section we derive explicit sufficient conditions for a single speed and linear deter-
minacy from Theorem 1 in the case of a mutualist-invader. This means that the source
equilibrium is E4, and first we perform a substitution that moves the source equilibrium to
the origin and turn the system into a cooperative one. The target equilibrium then serves
as β from Section 1. Following Weinberger et al., we will also assume that β is strictly
positive, and there are no other strictly positive equilibria between 0 and β. Under these
conditions an orbit connecting 0 to β is guaranteed to exist [13].
For the mutualist-invader we transform (2) by extending the corresponding substitution
for the 2-species model from [7]: q1 = p1q2 = 1− p2
v = u− L (q3 = p3 − L).
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As before we identify v = q3 and set q :=
(
q1 q2 v
)T
, D := diag(Di). The transformed
system in the vector form is q˙ = g(q) +Dqxx with
g(q) =
α q1(1− q1 +
a(q2−1)
1+mL+mv )
β (1− q2)(bq1 − q2)
γ (v + L)
(
1− v+L
L+lq1
)
 . (11)
A straightforward computation for the Jacobi matrix g′(q) :=
(
∂gi
∂qj
)
yields
g′(q) =

α
(
1− 2q1 + a(q2−1)1+mL+mv
)
α aq11+mL+mv α
maq1(1−q2)
(1+mL+mv)2
β b(1− q2) β (2q2 − bq1 − 1) 0
γ l (v+L)
2
(L+lq1)2
0 γ
(
1− 2 v+L
L+lq1
)
 . (12)
One can see by inspection that for non-negative values of α, β, γ, a, b,m,L, l and q2 ≤ 1 the
off-diagonal entries in (12) are also non-negative, i.e. the transformed system is cooperative.
The constant equilibria are transformed into (cf. (9)):
F0 (0, 0,−L) F1 (1, 1,−L) F2 (0, 0,−L) F3 (0, 1, 0)
F4 (0, 0, 0) F5
(
1− a
1− ab, b
1− a
1− ab,−L
)
F6 (1, 1, l) F
±
7 (z±, bz±, lz±), (13)
as before z± is a non-negative solution to (10). The source equilibrium E4 moves to the
origin F4. By inspection, the only strictly positive target equilibria are F6 and possibly F
±
7 .
For the original system they correspond to the resident extinction E6 (1, 0, L + l), and the
3-species coexistence E+7 (z+, 1− bz+, L+ lz+), respectively.
Since Theorem 1 mostly involves conditions on g′(0) we compute from (12)
g′(0) =
α
(
1− a1+mL
)
0 0
β b −β 0
γ l 0 −γ
 . (14)
This matrix is already in the Frobenius form with 1 × 1 diagonal blocks. For the minimal
block speeds to exist at all we need at least one positive eigenvalue. It can only be γ1(0) =
α
(
1− a1+mL
)
since the initial growth rates β, γ are always positive, and it is positive only
if a < 1 + mL. The following lemma provides additional information on the coexistence
equilibria E±7 when this last inequality is satisfied. Lemma 1 is essentially proved in [10],
but for the convenience of the reader we give another proof in the Appendix.
Lemma 1. Suppose a,m, l, b, L > 0 and a < 1 +mL. Then E−7 is never admissible and
E+7 is admissible if and only if b ≤ 1. If b = 1 then E+7 = E6, otherwise E+7 is distinct from
the other equilibria.
It follows from Lemma 1 that F±7 are inadmissible for b > 1, and from its proof it follows
that F+7 ≪ F6 for b < 1 (because then also z+ < 1, see (31)). We conclude that for b < 1
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the target is F+7 and for b > 1 it is F6, for b = 1 they are equal, F6 = F
+
7 . In both cases the
second component of the target equilibrium is ≤ 1. Since Cβ with β = F6, F+7 is invariant
under the time evolution we conclude that the value of q2 will remain ≤ 1 for the duration,
keeping the system cooperative.
Even without linear determinacy we can draw some conclusions on a single speed and
the existence of traveling waves. As explained above, for b < 1 the target equilibrium is
F+7 , which corresponds to the 3-species coexistence E7 in the original system. Moreover,
z < 1 in F+7 and there are no boundary equilibria in Cβ. It follows from [8] that there is
a traveling wave profile w with w(−∞) = β and w(∞) = 0, and the system has a single
asymptotic spreading speed equal to the wave speed of this profile. If b < 1 then there is
a boundary equilibrium F5. For b ≥ 1 the target equilibrium switches to F6, corresponding
to the resident extinction, and a boundary equilibrium F3 is acquired. In the latter cases
we can not make definitive conclusions on a single speed without linear determinacy.
Going back to linear determinacy, the matrix Cµ := g
′(0) + µ2D from (7) is obtained
by adding Diµ
2 to the diagonal entries of g′(0), and the obtained entries γi(µ) are its
eigenvalues:
γ1(µ) = α
(
1− a
1 +mL
)
+D1µ
2; γ2(µ) = −β +D2µ2; γ3(µ) = −γ +D3µ2.
The principal eigenvalue is γ1 and the corresponding eigenvector is
ζ1 =
(γ1 − γ2)(γ1 − γ3)β b (γ1 − γ3)
γ l (γ1 − γ2)
 , (15)
where we suppressed from notation the dependence of both sides on µ. One can see by
inspection that ζ1(0) has positive entries as long as a < 1 +mL.
Assuming the system is linearly determinate the linear speed will be
c1 = inf
µ>0
µ−1γ1(µ) = 2
√
αD1
(
1− a
1 +mL
)
(16)
with the infimum attained at
µ =
√
α
D1
(
1− a
1 +mL
)
. (17)
Note that for the self-carrying capacity of the mutualist L near zero the speed is nearly the
same as in the 2-species model (1). As L increases the speed goes up to c = 2
√
αD1, where
the effects of the competition are completely erased by the influence of a mutualist. The
results of this section can be summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Suppose α, β, γ, a,m, l, b, L > 0 and a < 1 +mL. Then the equilibrium E4 of
the system (2) is invadable by the first species.
• For b < 1 the outcome of the invasion is the 3-species coexistence E+7 . The system has a
single spreading speed equal to the wave speed of a traveling wave with the profile connecting
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E4 to E
+
7 .
• For b ≥ 1 the outcome of the invasion is the resident extinction E6.
• In all cases the slowest spreading speed is at least c1 = 2
√
αD1
(
1− a1+mL
)
. If in addition
D2 ≤ 2D1, D3 < 2D1 + γα
(
1− a1+mL
)−1
D1 and
ab− (1 +mL)
(1 +mL)− a ≤
α
β
(
2− D2
D1
)
− γ
β
mal
(1 +mL)2
α
(
2− D2
D1
)(
1− a1+mL
)
+ β
α
(
2− D3
D1
)(
1− a1+mL
)
+ γ
(18)
then the system is linearly determinate with a single spreading speed c1.
Proof. The first two bullets follow from the above discussion and Lemma 1. It remains to
verify the conditions of Theorem 1. By the above discussion, a < 1 +mL implies condition
I) of the theorem, so c∗ ≥ c1 in all cases. For II) we need:
γ1(µ)− γ2(µ) = α
(
2− D2
D1
)(
1− a
1 +mL
)
+ β > 0 ;
γ1(µ)− γ3(µ) = α
(
2− D3
D1
)(
1− a
1 +mL
)
+ γ > 0 . (19)
The first inequality will follow from condition III) in our case, see below, and the second
one gives the claimed inequality for D3. To check III) we need a technical result proved in
the Appendix.
Lemma 2. Let g(q) be given by (11) and ξ ≫ 0 be arbitrary. Then g(ρξ) ≤ ρg′(0)ξ for all
ρ > 0 if and only if {
bξ1 ≥ ξ2
ξ1 ≥ aξ21+mL + amξ3(1+mL)2 .
(20)
We wish to make (20) explicit for ξ = ζ1(µ). The first inequality from (20) reduces to
γ1(µ)− γ2(µ) ≥ β or D2 ≤ 2D1 since we are already assuming a < 1 +mL. It also implies
the first inequality from (19) since β > 0. The second inequality is more cumbersome:
γ1(µ)− γ2(µ) ≥ β ab
1 +mL
+
γ aml
(1 +mL)2
· γ1(µ)− γ2(µ)
γ1(µ)− γ3(µ) . (21)
Substituting (19) into (21) gives (18).
The first condition for linear determinacy, D2 ≤ 2D1, is identical to the inequality for
the 2-species model, see [7]. The second one is vacuous for it (no mutualist), and (18) also
reduces to the inequality for the 2-species model after setting m = 0, as expected. For small
L at least, the range of linear determinacy seems to shrink as m increases, but keep in mind
that (18) is only a sufficient condition.
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4 Mutualist-resident
This section is structured identically to the previous one, while replacing a mutualist-invader
with a mutualist-resident. The results however, are quite different. The linear spreading
speed is not affected by the mutualist, and the linear determinacy conditions of Theorem 1
are almost never met. We use a comparison principle for cooperative systems to derive
alternative estimates for the spreading speeds.
Recall that for the mutualist-resident the source equilibrium is E6 (1, 0, L + l) with the
invader absent. The converting substitution is q1 = p2q2 = 1− p1
v = L+ l − u (q3 = L+ l − p3),
where we switched the order to keep the invading species first. Correspondingly, we now
set D := diag(D2,D1,D3) and obtain q˙ = h(q) +Dqxx in the vector form with
h(q) =

β q1(1− b− q1 + bq2)
α (1− q2)
(
aq1
1+mL+ml−mv − q2
)
γ (L+ l − v)
(
L+l−v
L+l−lq2
− 1
)
 . (22)
The Jacobian matrix is h′(q) :=
(
∂hi
∂qj
)
h′(q) =

β (1− b− 2q1 + bq2) β b q1 0
α a(1−q2)1+mL+ml−mv −α
(
1− 2q2 + aq11+mL+ml−mv
)
α maq1(1−q2)(1+mL+ml−mv)2
0 γ l (L+l−v)
2
(L+l−lq2)2
γ
(
1− 2 L+l−v
L+l−lq2
)
 . (23)
Again, for non-negative values of α, β, γ, a, b,m,L, l and q2 ≤ 1 the off-diagonal entries in
(23) are non-negative making the system cooperative.
The transformed equilibria are
G0 (0, 1, L + l) G1 (0, 0, L + l) G2 (1, 1, L + l) G3 (0, 1, l)
G4 (1, 1, l) G5
(
1−b
1−ab , a
1−b
1−ab , L+ l
)
G6 (0, 0, 0) G
±
7 (1− bz±, 1− z±, l(1 − z±)) .
The source equilibrium is of course the origin G6. As far as the target equilibria are
concerned, it is immediately clear that G−7 can not be one. Indeed, one can see by inspection
that G+7 ≪ G−7 since z− < z+, so G−7 always has a strictly positive equilibrium between 0
and itself. We will be able to say more about other possible targets in a moment.
For now, we compute h′(0) from (23)
h′(0) =
 β(1− b) 0 0αa
1+mL+ml −α 0
0 γ l −γ
 . (24)
This matrix is already in the Frobenius form with 1 × 1 diagonal blocks. Recall that we
transposed the first and the second species to achieve this. For positive α, β, and γ a
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positive eigenvalue exists if and only if b < 1, and we assume b < 1 throughout this section.
The following lemmas show how this assumption influences the existence and the relative
location of the equilibria. Let pi(Ej) denote the population density of the i
th species in the
equilibrium Ej.
Lemma 3. Suppose a,m, l, b, L > 0 and b < 1. If E5 is admissible then a ≤ 1, and also E+7
is admissible while E−7 is inadmissible. Moreover, p1(E5) < p1(E
+
7 ), p2(E5) > p2(E
+
7 ),
in other words, the presence of a mutualist increases p1 and decreases p2 in the coexistence
equilibrium.
Denote B := 1+mL−ml− ab and D := B2+4ml(1 +mL− a), then solutions to (10) are
z± := (−B±
√D)/2ml and z+ ≤ z− for D ≥ 0. In the next lemma we treat the discriminant
D as a quadratic polynomial in a.
Lemma 4. Suppose a,m, l, b, L > 0 and b < 1, a > 1 + mL. Then E±7 are either both
admissible or both inadmissible. Specifically, D(a) = 0 has two positive real roots a1 < a2,
and E±7 are admissible if and only if a ≤ a1 and ml > (1 + mL)(1 − b). If a = a1 then
E+7 = E
−
7 , otherwise they are distinct.
no E7
a11+mL
ml<(1+mL)(1−b)
E 7+
a1
no E7
+_
1+mL
ml>(1+mL)(1−b)
E7E7
+
Figure 1: The existence of equilibria E±7 for 0 < b < 1
Lemmas 3 and 4 refine the analysis in [10], their proofs are given in the Appendix. The
results of Lemmas 1 and 4 are summarized on Fig. 1. We see that for 0 < b < 1 there is
always a change in the status of E±7 when a crosses the value 1 +mL. Below it only E
+
7 is
admissible, and above it either E+7 ceases to be admissible or E
−
7 also becomes admissible.
Both equilibria E±7 cease to be admissible when a crosses the larger value a1. According to
[10], in the conditions of Lemma 4 the equilibrium E−7 is always unstable.
We are now ready to say more about the target equilibria in the mutualist-resident
case. First, only G4 and G
+
7 can strictly dominate G6 with no other equilibria in between.
Indeed, G+7 ≪ G5 for a ≤ 1 by Lemma 3, and for a > 1 the equilibrium G5 is not admissible.
We also have G+7 ≪ G4 for a ≤ 1 + mL by Lemma 1, so G4 can only be the target for
a > 1+mL. By Lemma 4, it is definitely the target for a > a1, and between 1+mL and a1
either G4 or G
+
7 is the target, depending on the sign of ml − (1 +mL)(1− b). In all cases
q2 ≤ 1 in the target equilibrium ensuring that the system remains cooperative throughout
the evolution.
In the original system, E4 (0, 1, L) is the resident extinction and E
+
7 (z+, 1−bz+, L+lz+)
is again the 3-species coexistence. We see that the extinction only happens for high com-
petition intensities a. Also note that the invader can not drive the mutualist to extinction
in this model due to a lack of direct interaction. If E7 is the target then the system has
no boundary equilibria. Hence, there is a single spreading speed equal to the wave speed
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of a profile connecting E6 to E
+
7 . If E4 is the target then a boundary equilibrium E3 is
acquired, and no conclusion on a single speed follows.
We now proceed with the linear determinacy analysis. The matrix Cµ := h
′(0) + µ2D
from (7) has the following diagonal entries, which are also its eigenvalues (recall that we
transposed the first and the second species in the conversion):
γ1(µ) = β(1− b) +D2µ2; γ2(µ) = −α+D1µ2; γ3(µ) = −γ +D3µ2.
The principal eigenvalue is γ1 with the eigenvector
ζ1 =
(γ1 − γ2)(γ1 − γ3)αa
1+mL+ml (γ1 − γ3)
αa
1+mL+ml γ l
 , (25)
where we suppressed the dependence on µ. By inspection, ζ1(0) has positive entries if b < 1.
Assuming the system is linearly determinate the linear speed is
c1 = 2
√
βD2(1 − b) (26)
with
µ =
√
β
D2
(1− b). (27)
In contrast to the case of a mutualist-invader, this speed is the same as for the 2-species
competition model of [7] with no mutualist present. An intuitive explanation is that in
our case the mutualist does not directly interact with the invader. Its influence is indirect,
it reduces the competition of the resident with the invader, and is not captured by the
linearized speed. In another contrast, the linear determinacy condition III) of Theorem 1
is almost never satisfied as we will see from the next lemma.
Lemma 5. Let h(q) be given by (22) and ξ ≫ 0 be arbitrary. Suppose α, β, γ, a,m, l > 0
and 0 < b < 1. Then the third component of the vector inequality h(ρξ) ≤ ρh′(0)ξ holds for
all ρ > 0 and ξ ≫ 0 if and only if ξ3 = lξ2.
For ξ = ζ1(µ) the equality ξ3 = lξ2 becomes
αa
1 +mL+ml
γ l =
αa
1 +mL+ml
l ( γ1(µ)− γ3(µ) ) .
Canceling α, a, l and taking into account (27) turns this into
γ = γ1(µ)− γ3(µ) = β(1− b)
(
2− D3
D2
)
+ γ ,
which is only possible ifD3 = 2D2. Realistically, such precise equality between the mobilities
of an invader and a mutualist almost never occurs. For this reason we do not derive the
inequalities for the other two components, which do lead to reasonable constraints. Again,
this is in stark contrast with the mutualist-invader case, where the inequality for the third
component is always satisfied.
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Thus, we have to take a different approach to estimating spreading speeds here. Note
that condition I) alone guarantees that the the slowest speed c∗ ≥ c1 = 2
√
βD2(1− b). To
get an estimate from above we will compare our system q˙ = h(q)+Dqxx to q˙ = h
◦(q)+Dqxx,
where h◦(q) is obtained from h(q) by setting m = 0, i.e. turning off the interaction with
the mutualist. In terms of the original model (2), the first two equations then decouple
and form the usual diffusive Lotka-Volterra 2-species competition system (1). Under the
linear determinacy conditions for (1) the spreading speed is again c1 from (26) giving an
estimate from above for the original one. This means that the invader spreads, and the
resident recedes, at the same speed c1, leaving the possibility that the mutualist recedes
even faster. If we know in advance that the system does have a single spreading speed, e.g.
if E+7 is the target equilibrium, then it will also be linearly determinate. Let us summarize
our discussion in a theorem.
Theorem 3. Suppose α, β, γ, a,m, l, b, L > 0 and b < 1. Then the equilibrium E6 of system
(2) is invadable by the second species.
• Suppose ml ≤ (1+mL)(1− b) and a ≤ 1+mL, or ml > (1+mL)(1− b) and a ≤ a1 with
a1 =
1
b2
(
b(1 +mL) + (2− b)ml − 2
√
ml(1− b) (b(1 +mL) +ml)
)
.
Then the outcome of the invasion is 3-species coexistence E+7 , and there is a single spreading
speed equal to the wave speed of the profile connecting E6 to E
+
7 .
• Suppose ml ≤ (1 +mL)(1 − b) and a > 1 +mL, or ml > (1 +mL)(1 − b) and a > a1.
Then the outcome of the invasion is the resident extinction E6.
• In all cases the slowest spreading speed is at least c1 = 2
√
βD2(1− b). If in addition
D1 ≤ 2D2 and
ab− 1
1− b ≤
β
α
(
2− D1
D2
)
(28)
then both the invader and the resident, but not necessarily the mutualist, spread (recede) at
this speed. If moreover, the outcome is E+7 then the system is linearly determinate with a
single spreading speed c1.
Proof. First two bullets follow from the above discussion and Lemmas 1, 4. Also by the
above discussion, b < 1 implies condition I) of Theorem 1, so c∗ ≥ c1 in all cases. Define
h◦(q) by setting m = 0 in (22):
h◦(q) =
 β q1(1− b− q1 + bq2)α (1− q2) (aq1 − q2)
γ (L+ l − v)
(
L+l−v
L+l−lq2
− 1
)
 . (29)
By inspection, h(q) ≤ h◦(q) for 0 ≤ q ≤ β ≤ (1, 1, l). Let q(t, x), q◦(t, x) be the solutions
to q˙ = h(q) + Dqxx, q˙ = h
◦(q) + Dqxx respectively with q
◦(0, x) = q(0, x). Then by the
comparison principle for cooperative systems [11], we have q(t, x) ≤ q◦(t, x) for t ≥ 0. As
remarked in Section 1, this means that the spreading speeds in the original system are
bounded from above by those in the m = 0 system. But in the latter the first two equations
decouple and correspond to the diffusive Lotka-Volterra 2-species competition system (up
to the cooperativity substitution). Using the results of [7] for such systems, or setting
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m = 0 and swapping α with β, a with b, and D1 with D2 in Theorem 2, we get the stated
inequalities and the linear speed c1 for the 2-species model. Since it coincides with the
lower estimate above we conclude that the invader and the resident spread (recede) at this
speed. From the results of [8] we also know that the original system has a single speed if
there are no boundary equilibria between 0 and β. This is the case when E+7 is the target
equilibrium. Together with c1 being the spreading speed for the first two components this
guarantees linear determinacy with a single speed c1.
Note that the comparison trick does not work in the mutualist-invader case since the
inequality between g and g◦ points in the wrong direction. It is an interesting question
whether there actually are situations when the mutualist has the spreading speed larger
than c1, while the invader and the resident spread at this speed. The failure of condition
III) from Theorem 1 in the mutualist’s component only is certainly suggestive.
5 Numerical simulations
In this section we present the results of numerical simulations performed to measure the
spreading speeds in different situations. To estimate them we solved initial-boundary prob-
Figure 2: The spreading block speeds c1(b) of the invader as a function of b in the mutualist-
invader case, see Theorem 2. Here a = 23 and m = 0, b varies on a log scale. The red line is
the theoretical linear speed (16), the gold line is a numerical estimate of the actual speed.
lems for the system (2) numerically on a long interval with a software that uses the method
of lines. The initial profiles of the resident’s and the mutualist’s population densities were
constant at the source equilibrium values, the boundary conditions were set to the source
equilibrium values as well. The initial profile of the invader density was chosen as a narrow
Gaussian bell curve centered at the middle of the interval. The spreading speeds were es-
timated by comparing spatial profiles of the densities at different times. The times chosen
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were large enough to allow for the speeds to settle, but not so large that boundary effects
at the ends of the interval become substantial.
In all simulations below the values of the following parameters were fixed at l = 920 , L =
1
3 , α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1,D1 = D2 = D3 = 1. Recall that the coefficients a and b in (2)
are the intensities of competition between the invading and the resident species. For the
mutualist-invader case Fig.2 shows the dependence of the spreading speed of the invader
on the value of b with a = 23 and m = 0, i.e. when the mutualist has no effect on the
competition between the invader and the resident. This is essentially the Lotka-Volterra
2-species competition model with diffusion. One can see that within a margin of error the
(a) (b)
Figure 3: Spreading block speeds ci(m) as functions of m in the mutualist-invader case
(Theorem 2) for (a) b = 23 and (b) b =
1024
3 with a =
2
3 in both cases, m varies on a log
scale. The red curve is the theoretical linear speed (16), the rest are numerical estimates of
the actual speeds: the invader’s (gold), the resident’s (black) and the mutualist’s (green).
estimated speed coincides with the linear speed for small b. With our values Theorem 2
guarantees linear determinacy for b ≤ 1.5, close to the value where the estimated speed is
seen to start curving upward. This is consistent with the numerical results in [7]. Note
that at b = 1 the target equilibrium switches from E+7 to E6, but the linear speed does not
change.
On Fig.3 we plotted the linear speed and the estimated spreading speeds of each species
for two different values of b as the intensity of mutualism m increases. The smaller value
b = 23 keeps the system within the range of linear determinacy given by Theorem 2, and
one can see that the estimated speeds do indeed conform to the linear one. For the larger
value b = 10243 the invader’s and the mutualist’s speed appear to converge to the linear value
asymptotically, but the speed of the resident’s extinction remains consistently faster.
For the mutualist-resident case, Fig.4(a) shows the invader’s spreading speed as a func-
tion of a with b = 23 and m =
1
2 . The behavior is similar to the situation on Fig.2 for the
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(a) (b)
Figure 4: (a) The spreading block speeds c1(a) of the invader as functions of a in the
mutualist-resident case, see Theorem 3. Here b = 23 ,m =
1
2 and a varies on a log scale. The
red line is the theoretical linear speed (26), the gold line is the a numerical estimate of the
actual speed. (b) The spreading block speeds ci(m) as functions of m in the mutualist-
resident case for b = 2/3 and a = 10243 , m varies on a log scale. The red curve is the
theoretical linear speed (26), the rest are numerical estimates of the actual speeds: the
invader’s (gold), the resident’s (black) and the mutualist’s (green).
mutualist-invader: the speed retains the linear value for small a and curves upward as a
increases. Theorem 3 guarantees linear determinacy for a ≤ 1.5. On Fig.4(b) the value of
a is chosen to be beyond the range of linear determinacy. The speeds of the resident and
the mutualist track each other closely, but differ substantially from the invader’s speed. All
speeds remain above the linear value, as the theory predicts, but appear to approach it from
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above asymptotically.
6 Discussion
We described two types of the invasion waves occurring in the diffusive Competitor-Competitor-
Mutualist system, in one the mutualist benefits the invading, and in the other it benefits
the resident species. In each case we obtained estimates for the spreading speeds and suf-
ficient conditions for linear determinacy. In both cases the mutualist alters the coexistence
outcome in favor of the species it benefits. In the mutualist-invader case the speed of the
invasion (under linear determinacy) is increased compared to the diffusive Lotka-Volterra
model with no mutualist. In the mutualist-resident case this speed remains the same due
to lack of direct interaction between the invader and the mutualist in the model. While for
the mutualist-invader the linear determinacy conditions are direct generalizations of those
for the Lotka-Volterra model, for the mutualist-resident such direct generalization fails, and
the nature of the spreading speed is more subtle. In both cases these conditions can be in-
terpreted as requiring relatively high mobility of the invader compared to the resident (and
in the first case, to the mutualist), and relatively weak competition between the invader
and the resident.
It is instructive to collect different invasion scenarios on a single diagram, Fig. 5. Com-
E+7 E
+
7 E
+
7
E4
b <
1
✲
E6
a ≤
1 +
mL
✲
E6
a ≤
a1
✲
E6
b ≥ 1
✲
E4
a > 1 +mL
✲
E4
a > a
1
✲
Mutualist-invader:
a < 1 +mL
Mutualist-resident:
0 < b < 1;
ml ≤ (1 +mL)(1− b)
Mutualist-resident:
0 < b < 1;
ml > (1 +mL)(1− b)
Figure 5: Diagram of invasion outcomes
paring the results for the mutualist-invader and the mutualist-resident we are led to an
interesting observation. If the system starts at E6 and a > 1+mL then the first species will
be wiped out by the invasion, resulting in E4. But E4 is also the source equilibrium for the
invasion (or in this case, reinvasion) by the first species discussed in Section 3. Of course,
one needs a < 1 +mL for the reinvasion to be possible, contrary to the above. However, if
one can increase the self-carrying capacity of the mutualist to L′ so that a < 1+mL′, then
the reinvasion wave becomes possible and leads to the 3-species coexistence E+7 . This indi-
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cates that one can successfully re-establish the native species by manipulating the mutualist
only, an attractive property if it is used as a biocontrol agent.
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Appendix
Proof of Lemma 1. Since z, 1 − bz are the population densities in E±7 only non-negative
values for them are admissible, so 0 ≤ z ≤ 1/b. Recall that
B := 1 +mL−ml − ab; D := B2 + 4ml(1 +mL− a); z± := −B ±
√D
2ml
. (30)
By assumption, 1 +mL − a > 0, so D > 0 and |B| < √D. Therefore, z+ is the only
non-negative solution. Next, we show that 1− z+ and 1− b have the same sign:
1− z+ = B + 2ml −
√D
2ml
=
(B + 2ml)2 −D
2ml (B + 2ml +
√D)
=
4ml(−ab+ a)
2ml (B + 2ml +
√D) =
2a(1 − b)
B +
√D + 2ml . (31)
Since B +
√D ≥ 0 we conclude that z+ and b are on the same side of 1. In particular, if
b > 1 then z+ > 1, so 1 − bz+ < 0 and E+7 can not be admissible. On the other hand, if
b ≤ 1 then z+ ≤ 1, and 1− bz+ ≤ 0 implies admissibility.
By inspection from (9), E+7 can only merge with other equilibria if z+ is 0 or 1. By (31)
the latter happens if and only if b = 1, in which case E+7 = E6. To have z+ = 0 one needs
the free term a− 1−mL to vanish, which is excluded by the assumption a < 1 +mL.
Proof of Lemma 2. First, we derive inequalities equivalent to g(q) ≤ g′(0)q for arbitrary
q ≫ 0. Utilizing (11) and (14) after some algebra one gets for each component respectively:
q1(1 +mL)(1 +mL+mq3) ≥ aq2(1 +mL) + amq3
bq1 − q2 ≥ 0
(lq1−q3)2
L+lq1
≥ 0.
The last inequality is vacuous and the second one yields ρbξ1 ≥ ρξ2 after setting q = ρξ.
This is satisfied for all ρ > 0 if and only if bξ1 ≥ ξ2. After setting q = ρξ in the first
inequality and canceling ρ one has
ξ1(1 +mL)(1 +mL+ ρmξ3) ≥ aξ2(1 +mL) + amξ3.
By passing to limit, this holds for any ρ > 0 if and only if it holds for ρ = 0, i.e.
ξ1(1 +mL)
2 ≥ aξ2(1 +mL) + amξ3.
Division by (1 +mL)2 yields the desired claim.
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Proof of Lemma 3. Since E5 is admissible its entries must be non-negative, meaning that
1− a, 1− b and 1− ab have the same sign. Thus, if b < 1 then a ≤ 1 and Lemma 1 implies
that E+7 is admissible, while E
−
7 is not.
We see that p1(E
+
7 ) = z+, p1(E5) =
1−a
1−ab and p2(E
+
7 ) = 1− bz+, p2(E5) = 1−b1−ab . Thus,
it remains to show that z+ >
1−a
1−ab and 1− bz+ < 1−b1−ab . The second inequality follows from
the first one since 1−b1−ab = 1− b 1−a1−ab . To prove the first one separate the terms in (10) with
and without m to get
−m(1− z)(L+ lz) + (1− ab)z − (1− a) = 0.
Now ’solve’ for z in the middle term:
z =
1− a
1− ab +m(L+ lz)
1− z
1 − ab.
It follows from the proof of Lemma 1 that z+ < 1 for b < 1, so
1−z+
1−ab > 0. This implies the
first inequality.
Proof of Lemma 4. Recall that for E±7 to be admissible both z± and 1 − bz± should be
non-negative yielding 0 ≤ z± ≤ 1/b as the admissibility criterion. The proof is rather
cumbersome and we split it into two steps.
Step 1. In this step we prove that z± are both admissible if one is, and it happens if and
only if D ≥ 0 and −2ml/b < B < 0. Note that D ≥ 0 is necessary and sufficient for real
roots to exist at all, so we proceed to prove the double inequality for B assuming that both
roots are real.
Let G(z) = mlz2+(1−ab+mL−ml)z− (1+mL−a) be the left hand side of (10). Its
graph is a parabola that opens up since ml > 0. Since G(0) = −(1 +mL− a) > 0 both of
its roots are on the same side of 0. Similarly, since G(1/b) = (1/b− 1)(ml/b+1+mL) > 0
they are on the same side of 1/b as well. For the equilibria to be admissible we must have
z± ∈ [0, 1/b]. Therefore, one of them is admissible if and only if both are. Since the vertex
of the parabola is the midpoint of [z−, z+] the roots belong to [0, 1/b] if and only if the
vertex does, i.e. −B/2ml ∈ [0, 1/b]. Note that the endpoints are excluded since G(0) and
G(1/b) are strictly positive. But then the admissibility condition becomes −2ml/b < B < 0
as claimed.
Step 2. We now solve the system of three inequalities D ≥ 0 and −2ml/b < B < 0. The
double inequality for B can be written explicitly as
1 +mL−ml
b
< a <
1 +mL+ml(2/b − 1)
b
. (32)
On the other hand, we see from (30) that D = D(a) is quadratic in a with the leading
coefficient b2 > 0. By direct computation,
D
(1 +mL+ml(2/b− 1)
b
)
= −4ml
b
(1− b)(1 +mL+ml/b) < 0 .
Thus, D has two real roots a1,2 satisfying a1 < (1+mL+ml(2/b−1))/b < a2 , and D(a) ≥ 0
if and only if a ≤ a1 or a ≥ a2 .
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In view of (32) all three inequalities are satisfied if and only if
1 +mL−ml
b
< a ≤ a1 . (33)
Solutions to this double inequality exist if and only if 1+mL−ml
b
< a1, i.e.
D
(1 +mL−ml
b
)
= 4ml
(
1 +mL− 1 +mL−ml
b
)
> 0 , (34)
which reduces to 1+mL > 1+mL−ml
b
. Since a > 1+mL by assumption of the Lemma only
a ≤ a1 remains to be required in (33) whenever (34) holds. But the latter is equivalent to
ml > (1 +mL)(1− b).
The last claim is obvious since z± merge if and only if D(a) = 0, and a = a2 keeps z
always outside the range of admissibility.
Proof of Lemma 5. From (22) and (24) we have for the third component
(ρ lξ2 − ρξ3) L+ l − ρξ3
L+ l − ρ lξ2 (ρ lξ2 − ρξ3) ≤ γ (ρ lξ2 − ρξ3) .
Canceling γ, ρ and collecting all terms on the left:
(lξ2 − ξ3)
(
L+ l − ρξ3
L+ l − ρ lξ2 − 1
)
= ρ
(lξ2 − ξ3)2
L+ l − ρ lξ2 ≤ 0.
For small positive ρ the denominator is positive, hence lξ2 − ξ3 = 0.
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